Faster

pot (slow cooking), while you rush to the supermarket for fresh-made tortellini and the latest Ben and Jerry's flavor. Or perhaps you just pick up the telephone. What began as an innovation of Chinese restaurants and pizza parlors—home delivery of hot food—has become high art. Takeout menus are the most pervasive form of door-to-door advertising in large American cities. Foods your grandparents never heard of arrive at your door in minutes, steaming in Styrofoam trays—tapas or rijstaffel or hundred-dollar high-cuisine picnics. The delivery of pizza itself has become an international battleground. Fears of time-crazed drivers careering through the streets caused the Domino's chain to back away from a thirty-minute order-to-doorbell guarantee. When the Internet was young, one of the first popular services was a Pizza Server, constructing and transmitting pies from a thousand lines of C source code. It was only a minor drawback that the pies were virtual, rather than edible. At least they were fast. "Since the initial opening, the Pizza Server has only gone down once," the proprietors wrote proudly in 1994. "With the exception of that, and the patching of a small security hole, the Pizza Server has been running bug-free for nearly a year." Now anyone with a computer and modem can order real pizzas on-line, for delivery off-line, in Zurich, Madras, or Perth.

Total time spent eating? More for men than women, though the gap is closing. More for the unemployed. For all Americans, on average, just over an hour a day.

How Many Hours Do You Work?

It is work—the time-use category subject to the most diligent and official measurements—that finally breaks the back of any compilation of the typical day. Bureaucrats, economists, and academic sociologists are equally frustrated by the contrary messages from seemingly firm statistics. Here is American Studies—a typical college syllabus: "A generation ago Americans believed that their working hours would decline, their leisure increase, and their real incomes soar. As it has turned out, none of these expectations proved accurate. This course will examine why Americans today work more, shop for longer hours, and have less leisure time than they did in the 1960's."

A skeptical student will already be marveling that people who work longer for less money nonetheless shop for longer hours. But few have questioned the claim, widely repeated without qualification, that Americans are working harder and longer than ever
How many hours do you work?
How Many Hours Do You Work?

Question: When has a manager finished the job?

Answer: Because they are searching every moment of it and not just doing tasks the best possible decisions and jobs that are making the best possible decisions.

How does the organization know managers are doing their job correctly?

How many hours do you work?

Overhead can often consume a day and positions may fail to inspire productivity. Currently in the firm, an overhead Office of this sort is eight at the economy's sectors of men. An interesting and recent article at a university's Harvard Business Review, "Identifying, Measuring, and Managing Workload" was found. It is an article written by a former coach player for a German player who now teaches his students. Every office on a Monday is a conventional economic incentives.
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How many hours do you work?
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How Many Hours Do You Work?
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